Branch ID: 13B49 - Mill Valley Tiburon
101 Tiburon Blvd, Mill Valley, CA 94941
Not to Scale

APN: 034-141-07

Property Owner: Gerhard & Susanne Weihl Trust
2400 Del Paso Rd., #205
Sacramento, CA 95834

Tiburon Blvd. / Rte. 131

SITE PLAN

SIGNAGE SPECIFICATIONS

ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LETTER
Manufacture and Install (1) set of Illuminated Channel Ltrs

CITIBANK

Customer Signature

DIRECTIONAL SIGN

CUSTOMER ONLY PARKING PLAQUE (QTY. 6)

ENTRANCE PANEL

CUSTOMER ONLY PARKING POST & PANEL (QTY. 4)

RE-SKIN AWNING

TOBACCO POST & PANEL (LEAVE AS IS)

ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LETTER
Manufacture and Install (1) set of Illuminated Channel Ltrs

D/F PYLON REFACE | RETROFIT LEDs | REPAINT

ATM HEADER
Remove and Replace (1) set of ATM Header

ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LETTER
Manufacture and Install (1) set of Illuminated Channel Ltrs

NOT TO SCALE

APN: 034-141-07

Property Owner: Gerhard & Susanne Weihl Trust
2400 Del Paso Rd., #205
Sacramento, CA 95834

Tiburon Blvd. / Rte. 131

CUSTOMER APPROVAL

Customer Signature

Date

COAST SIGN
1500 W. Embassy St. Anaheim, CA 92802 714.520.9144

REQUEST NUMBER: PRJ-CITI-163965-R4

DESIGN DRAWING 2 of 13

This is an original unpublished drawing created by Coast Sign, Inc. It is submitted for your personal use in conjunction with a project being planned for you by Coast Sign, Inc. And shall not be reproduced, used by or disclosed to any firm or corporation for any purpose whatsoever without written permission.
Building Frontage: 175 LF  
Elevation Frontage: 115 LF  
Height A.F.F.: 18'-5"  
Sign Square Footage: 16.67 sqft
Custom Face Lit Channel Letters & Arch - Flush Mounted

'SCITIBANK' LETTERS:
Faces: 177" CLEAR ACRYLIC w/ 1" SURFACE 3M #3635-157 PERFORATED BLUE & 2" SURFACE 3M #3635-70 DIFFUSER
Trimcap: 1" JEWELITE BLUE
Returns: 3/4 x 3" DEEP WHITE/WHITE COIL PAINTED TO MATCH CITI BLUE
Matthews - MP37557 OR AKZO NOBEL - #483E2
Backs: 0.036" WHITE PRE-PAINTED ALUMINUM
Ilum'n: GE TETRA WHITE LED's

ARCH:
Faces: 177" CLEAR ACRYLIC w/ 1" SURFACE 3M #3635-33 RED TRANSLUCENT & 2" SURFACE 3M #3635-70 DIFFUSER
Trimcap: 1" JEWELITE RED
Returns: 3/4 x 3" DEEP WHITE/WHITE COIL PAINTED TO MATCH CITI RED
Matthews - MP3421 RED W/ GLOSS CLEAR COAT
Backs: 0.036" WHITE PRE-PAINTED ALUMINUM
Ilum'n: GE TETRA RED LED's

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS:
- VINYL: #3635-157 BLUE PERFORATED VINYL
- PAINT: TO MATCH CITI BLUE
  Matthew's - MP37557 OR AKZO NOBEL - #483E2
- VINYL: #3635-70 DIFFUSER FILM
  PAINT: TO MATCH CITI RED
  Matthew's - MP38421 RED OR AKZO NOBEL - #407D5
- VINYL: #3630-33 RED TRANSLUCENT
- PAINT: TO MATCH CITI RED
  Matthew's - MP38421 RED OR AKZO NOBEL - #407D5

Building Frontage: 175 LF
Elevation Frontage: 30 LF
Height A.F.F.: 18'-5"
Sign Square Footage: 16.67 sqft

PRJ-CITI-163965-R4
EXISTING PHOTO - SIGN B

PHOTO ENHANCEMENT - SIGN B

FRONT VIEW @ REPLACEMENT FACE/REPAINT EXISTING CABINET AND RETRO FIT LEDs

SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

INVENTORY CONTROL:

SO:

ORDER DATE:

EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE:

PART/ITEM#:

QTY:

SQ. FT:

COST EA:

EXTENDED COST:

ILLUMINATED OR NON-ILLUMINATED

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

FACE: ..........3M DIGITAL PRINT GRAPHICS ON FLEX w/ CITIBANK COPY & BLUE GRADIENT BACKGROUND w/ 3619 CLEAR UV LAMINATE

NOTE: CITIBANK COPY TO BE WHITE AND RED TRANSLUCENT VINYL

EXISTING CABINET: ... PAINT TO MATCH MP 18076 (METALLIC CUP MATTHEWS PAINT)

ILLUMINATED: .......... RETROFIT LED's

SCOPE:

· REMOVE EXISTING FACE,
· RETROFIT WITH NEW LED KIT AND PAINT RETURN & POST CITI SILVER.
· MANUFACTURE AND INSTALL NEW FACE TO REFLECT NEW BRANDING

BUILDING FRONTAGE: 175 LF

SIGN SQUARE FOOTAGE: 36.5 sqft

CUSTOMER APPROVAL

Customer Signature: ________________________________ Date: ____________

COAST SIGN
1500 W. Embassy St, Anaheim, CA 92802  714.520.9144

DESIGN DRAWING 5 of 13

Request Number: PRJ-CITI-163965-R4
SCOPE:
- REMOVE EXISTING DIRECTIONAL
- MANUFACTURE AND INSTALL
- NEW DIRECTIONAL TO REFLECT NEW BRANDING

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
DIRECTIONAL:
FACES: 1/16" ALUM. PAINTED PER COLOR SPEC. W/ 1ST SURFACE VINYL GRAPHICS
FRAME: 4" X 4" X .125" ALUM. TUBE PAINTED PER COLOR SPEC.
GRAPHICS: 3M #680-10 REFLECTIVE WHITE

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS:
PAINT: MP 37557 BLUE
PAINT: MP 18076 METALLIC SILVER
VINYL: #680-10 REFLECTIVE WHITE

CUSTOMER APPROVAL

COAST SIGN
1500 W. Embassy St. Anaheim, CA 92802  714.520.9144

REQUEST NUMBER: PRJ-CITI-163965-R4

DESIGN DRAWING 6 of 13

11 X 17 TEMPLATE VERSION 6.9
Customer Parking Only

All unauthorized vehicles parked on this lot will be towed at owners risk and expense. Mill Valley P.D. 415-389-4100 SEC 22658A

QTY: 6 total

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

REGULATORY PLAQUE SIGN:

FACES:......................... 
125" ALUM. PAINTED MATTHEWS MP#37557 BLUE, SATIN FINISH

VINYL:.......................... 
3M #680-10 WHITE REFLECTIVE

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS:

PAINT: TO MATCH Citi BLUE 
MATTHEWS - MP#37557 OR AKZO NOBEL - #483E2

3M #680-10 REFLECTIVE WHITE

Scope:
- QTY –6
- Plaque, Citibank Parking
- Manufacture and install Plaque Citibank Panel
to reflect new branding

CUSTOMER TO SIGN OFF ON COLORS
AND FABRICATION DETAILS

1500 W. Embassy St. Anaheim, CA 92802  714.520.9144
EXISTING PHOTO - SIGN D2

PHOTO ENHANCEMENT - SIGN D2

Scope:
Remove existing panel. Manufacture and install new aluminum panel painted in Citi Silver.

CONCEPTUAL IMAGE ONLY. FIELD VERIFY DIMENSIONS PRIOR TO MANUFACTURE
COAST SIGN
1500 W. Embassy St. Anaheim, CA 92802 714.520.9144

EXISTING PHOTO - SIGN E1

PHOTO ENHANCEMENT - SIGN E1

Scale: 3/4"=1'-0"

Regulatory Post and Panel Sign

Scope:
- QTY = 4
- Post & Panel, Citibank Parking
- Manufacture and install Regulatory Citibank Parking Post & Panel to reflect new branding

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
- FACES: 125°, PAINTED MATTHEWS MP#37557 BLUE, SATIN FINISH
- POST: 3/4" STEEL SQ TUBE
- VINYL: 3M #680-10 WHITE REFLECTIVE

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS:

PAINT: TO MATCH CITI BLUE
- MATTHEWS - MP37557 OR AKZO NOBEL - #483E2
- 3M #680-10 REFLECTIVE WHITE
- PAINT: T/M METALLIC SILVER NP 10076

CUSTOMER TO SIGN OFF ON COLORS AND FABRICATION DETAILS

Request Number:
PRJ-CITI-163965-R4

QTY: 4 total

DESIGN DRAWING 9 of 13
EXISTING PHOTO - SIGN E2

- **Entrance**
- **Customer parking**

**Notes:**
- **TOBACCO POST & PANEL (LEAVE AS IS)**

**Customer Approval**

1. **Design:**
   - **PM:**
   - **No. Designer:**
   - **Date:**
   - **Revision Notes:**
   - **No. Designer:**
   - **Date:**
   - **Revision Notes:**
   - **No. Designer:**
   - **Date:**
   - **Revision Notes:**

**Project Details:**
- **Request Number:** PRJ-CITI-163965-R4
- **Scale:** INTS
- **Address:** 101 Tiburon Blvd
- **City / State / Zip:** Mill Valley, CA 94941
- **City / State / Zip:** Mill Valley, CA 94941
- **Project Name:** CITIBANK
- **Date:** 2021-09-15
- **City / State / Zip:** Mill Valley, CA 94941
- **City / State / Zip:** Mill Valley, CA 94941
- **City / State / Zip:** Mill Valley, CA 94941

**Sign Details:**
- **EXISTING PHOTO - SIGN E2**

**Instructions:**
- Refer to PATHFINDER for details.

**Important Notice:**
This is an original unpublished drawing created by Coast Sign, Inc. It is submitted for your personal use in conjunction with a project being planned for you by Coast Sign, Inc. And shall not be reproduced, used by or disclosed to any firm or corporation for any purpose whatsoever without written permission.
EXISTING PHOTO - SIGN F

SCOPE:
* Remove existing header panel
* Manufacture and install new ATM header face to reflect new branding

LEXAN HEADER PANEL
Scale: 1-1/2"=1'-0"

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS:
FACE: .118" CLEAR POLYCARBONATE HEAT FORMED FACE. FIRST SURFACE GRADIENT BLUE DIGITAL PRINT BACKGROUND ARCH & LETTERS W/ UV RESISTANT LAMINATE. FACE IS ATTACHED TO SURROUND W/ VELCRO.

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS:
- 3M DIGITAL PRINT BLUE WAVE GRAPHIC PRINTED ON WHITE TRANSLUCENT VINYL W/ 3M UV OVERLAMINATE
- .118" CLEAR POLYCARBONATE

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS:
- VELCRO (COAST TO PROVIDE)
- ACRYLIC
- 1st LAYER - VINYL
- 2nd LAYER - UV LAMINATE

COLOR SPECIFICATIONS:
- COAST SUPPLIED VELCRO REQUIRED FOR ATTACHMENT TO SURROUND. INSTALLER WILL APPLY AS REQUIRED.

DIMENSIONS:
- USE RUBBING PROVIDED BY PM FOR DIMENSIONS.

ENGINEERING REFERENCE
CITI-ATMA-00121

PM WILL PROVIDE PATTERN FOR RADIUS PROFILE.

COAST SUPPLIED VELCRO REQUIRED FOR ATTACHMENT TO SURROUND. INSTALLER WILL APPLY AS REQUIRED.

3/4" X 3/4" CLEAR ACRYLIC SUPPORT BAR ATTACHED W/ VHB TAPE FLUSH TO EDGE

THE ENTIRE FACE IS PROTECTED BY A FINAL LAYER UV RESISTANT LAMINATE.

DIGITAL PRINT WEDED AWAY TO SHOW CLEAR POLYCARBONATE, THEN RED & WHITE VINYL IS APPLIED.

DIGITAL PRINT WEDED AWAY TO SHOW CLEAR POLYCARBONATE, THEN WHITE VINYL IS APPLIED.

USAGE:
- This is an original unpublished drawing created by Coast Sign, Inc. It is submitted for your personal use in conjunction with a project being planned for you by Coast Sign, Inc. And shall not be reproduced, used by or disclosed to any firm or corporation for any purpose whatsoever without written permission.
This is an original unpublished drawing created by Coast Sign, Inc. It is submitted for your personal use in conjunction with a project being planned for you by Coast Sign, Inc., and shall not be reproduced, used by or disclosed to any firm or corporation for any purpose whatsoever without written permission.

Note: Reskin existing awning with Citibank spec, Sunbrella 4679 Ocean Blue

EXISTING PHOTO

FRONT VIEW @ RE-SKIN AWNING

SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

Note: Reskin existing awning with Citibank spec, Sunbrella 4679 Ocean Blue

CUSTOMER APPROVAL

Customer Signature

Date

Customer Approval

Design Drawing

Request Number: PRJ-CITI-163965-R4

1500 W. Embassy St. Anaheim, CA 92802 714.520.9144

101 Tiburon Blvd

CITIBANK

COAST SIGN

11X17 TEMPLATE VERSION 8.9
This is an original unpublished drawing created by Coast Sign, Inc. It is submitted for your personal use in conjunction with a project being planned for you by Coast Sign, Inc. and shall not be reproduced, used by or disclosed to any firm or corporation for any purpose whatsoever without written permission.

Note: Reskin existing awning with Citibank spec, Sunbrella 4679 Ocean Blue